Public Administration

PADM/Public Administration

Ten Week Session

PADM 5500  RESEARCH METH I
001  (1043)  CRE 3.0  M  12:59 pm-04:50 pm  CHIL 270  Andrew S
THIS CLASS INCLUDES ONE SATURDAY SESSION ON SATURDAY, JUNE 29 8AM-5PM IN CHIL 270.
Also meets: U  08:00 am-03:30 pm CHIL 270  6/ 9/19-6/ 9/19

PADM 5700  SEM PUB ADM
003  (1037)  CRE 3.0  M  06:00 pm-09:50 pm  AUDB 212  Andrew S
Course Topic: ECONOMIC DEV & DISASTERS
THIS CLASS INCLUDES ONE SATURDAY SESSION ON JUNE 22 8AM - 5PM IN CHIL 270.
PHD STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN 6710.003
Also meets: S  08:00 am-05:00 pm AUDB 212  6/ 3/19-8/ 9/19

PADM 6700  WORKSHOP SEM
001  (1033)  CRE 3.0  M  12:59 pm-03:50 pm  LANG 402  Krueger E
DOCTORAL SECTION. NOT OPEN TO MPA STUDENTS.
THIS CLASS ONLY MEETS ON 3 DATES: JUNE 3, JULY 8, AND AUGUST 5.

PADM 6710  SEMINAR IN PUBLIC ADM
003  (1039)  CRE 3.0  M  06:00 pm-09:50 pm  AUDB 212  Andrew S
Course Topic: ECONOMIC DEV & DISASTERS
THIS CLASS INCLUDES ONE SATURDAY SESSION ON JUNE 22 FROM 8AM-5PM IN CHIL 270.
MPA STUDENTS SHOULD ENROLL IN 5700.003
Also meets: S  08:00 am-05:00 pm AUDB 212  6/ 3/19-8/ 9/19

PADM 6950  DOCTORAL DISSERATION
710  (1019)  CRE V  Collins B
711  (1020)  CRE V  Webb G
712  (1023)  CRE V  Andrew S

Five Week Session One

PADM 4250  COMMUNITY RESOURCES
900  (12382)  CRE 3.0  INET  Keyes L
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
950  (12383)  CRE 3.0  INET  Keyes L
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT
DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PADM 5035  PROF PRACTICE MANAGERS
052  (12582)  CRE 3.0  M  06:00 pm-08:50 pm  Z-DCH  Benavides A
This class meets from 06/03/2019 to 07/06/2019.
Also meets: S  08:00 am-05:00 pm Z-DCH  6/ 8/19-6/ 8/19

PADM 6940  DIRECTED RESEARCH
703  (1024)  CRE 3.0

PADM 6950  DOCTORAL DISSERATION
Five Week Session Two

PADM 3020  PUBLIC MANAGEMENT
001 (1026) CRE 3.0  MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am  LANG 402  Tao J

PADM 3410  FINAN ASP OF GOVT
001 (1002) CRE 3.0  MTWR 08:00 am-09:50 am  AUDB 212  Winkler J

PADM 6950  DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
700 (1025) CRE V
701 (1029) CRE V  Bland R
702 (1032) CRE V

Eight Week Session One

PADM 4050  NEGOTIATION
900 (1027) CRE 3.0  INET Roberts L
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

901 (1030) CRE 3.0  INET Roberts L
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

950 (1028) CRE 3.0  INET Roberts L
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS COURSE IS RESTRICTED. LIMITED TO STUDENTS RESIDING OUT-OF-STATE ONLY. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

PADM 5700  SEM PUB ADM
001 (12384) CRE 3.0  MTWRF 08:00 am-05:00 pm  TXML Benavides A
Course Topic: STATE GOVERNMENT & LOCAL MGMT
This class meets from 05/13/2019 to 05/17/2019.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
COURSE MEETS MAY 13-17 IN AUSTIN, TX PLUS ONE FRIDAY, JUNE 7, 6:00PM TO 10:00PM ON UNT DENTON CAMPUS. COURSE SUBJECT TO SUFFICIENT ENROLLMENT; REQUIRES COMMITMENT AND DEPOSIT. CONTACT DR. ABRAHAM BENAVIDES FOR DETAILS. (BENAVIDES@UNT.EDU)
Also meets: F 06:00 pm-09:50 pm WH   216  6/ 7/19-6/ 7/19

002 (12541) CRE 3.0  MTWRF 08:00 am-05:00 pm  DC Benavides A
Course Topic: WASHINGTON, D.C. SEMINAR
This class meets from 05/19/2019 to 05/25/2019.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
COURSE MEETS MAY 19-25 IN WASHINGTON, D.C. PLUS ONE FRIDAY MEETING ON JUNE 7 ON UNT DENTON CAMPUS IN WH 216. COURSE SUBJECT TO SUFFICIENT ENROLLMENT; REQUIRES COMMITMENT AND DEPOSIT. CONTACT DR. ABRAHAM BENAVIDES FOR DETAILS. (ABRAHAM.BENAVIDES@UNT.EDU)
Also meets: F 06:00 pm-08:50 pm NO ASSGN 6/ 7/19-6/ 7/19

PADM 6950  DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
702 (1034) CRE V  Webb G
Eight Week Session Two

PADM 5400    MANAGING FIN RESOURCES

052    (12581)    CRE 3.0    W    06:00 pm-08:50 pm    Z-DCH    Krueger E

Also meets: S 08:00 am-03:30 pm Z-DCH 7/13/19-7/13/19